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From President’s Desk

“
“

Dear FTAPCCIates,

The merger of Railway Budget with the General Budget, scrapping
the plan and non-plan expenditure category, switching to revenue
and capital spending, and advancing the date of presentation of
the Budget to 1st February are few major fiscal reforms.
Advancing the date of Budget will put an end to the ‘suspense’
over the allocation of funds to various government departments
which existed earlier.  The move will ensure better planning and its
implementation.  This would also advance the Budgetary exercise
and Chambers, Federations and Associations need to gear up
early for submission of budgetary recommendations to the
Government.

The introduction of GST is now imminent, with the passage of
Constitution Amendment Bill. The GST law and rules are likely to
be finalized before the winter session of Parliament.  The draft
GST Law has already been released, for which we have initiated
various programs to create awareness and understand the impact
on each businesses.  We hope that all the issues relating to the
States - whether pertaining to the standard rate, area-based
exemption, product-based exemption, slab in the GST rate will all
amicably decided in the GST Council, to ensure, it is applicable
from April 1, 2017 across India.

The comprehensive data on various aspects of Micro, Small and
Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) in the country is necessary which
will help in evolving parameters for the growth as well to build an
enabling environment for MSMEs.  FTAPCCI requests the
MSMEs to get updated on the MSME Data Bank.  The
Government is already working on a MSME Policy.  However,
there is a need of the MSME Policy document to contain some
provision for sector specific dedicated industrial estate/ clusters
for MSMEs with the support of State Government.  The
involvement of chambers and associations is must for the growth
of industrial estates/clusters.

We hope that all the
issues relating to the

States - whether
pertaining to the

standard rate,
area-based

exemption, product-
based exemption,

slab in the GST rate
will all amicably

decided in the GST
Council, to ensure, it
is applicable from

April 1, 2017 across
India.
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It is a welcome feature that several States have implemented 75
per cent or more than 340 reform areas chosen to rank States on
‘business reforms action plan’ as part of the Centre’s the ‘Ease of
Doing Business’ initiatives.  The Telangana and Andhra Pradesh
are among the leading States in ‘implementation percentage’ of 75
per cent and above.

Industry is playing a critical role in job creation and skilling. To
become competitive in the world labor market, India need to access
the real time information about the job markets across the world.
This would allow us to understand the skills that are in demand and
grab the opportunities. The industry-academy cooperation is needed
to step up its efforts to converge the demands of the industry with
the skills to be imparted to workers.

To help exporters in overcoming the continued slowdown in global
demand, the Centre has announced additional incentives
worth Rs. 1,500 crore, is a welcome step. This will benefit wide-
ranging sectors such as iron and steel, footwear, marine products
and auto components.  The number of items eligible for sops under
the existing Merchandise Exports from India Scheme (MEIS) has
been increased to 7,103 from 5,012. The rate of incentives has
also been increased for select products.

FTAPCCI has been playing a vital role in promoting two States
and is actively participating in the committee meetings happening
not only in Hyderabad but also in Vijayawada.

I welcome your suggestions and feedback on the articles more
particularly on the events/activities that we should plan and also
invite your ideas which may help the FTAPCCI members, for their
growth and development.

Let us make this centenary year as a memorable and eventful year.

“

“

Ravindra Modi

It is a welcome
feature that several

States have
implemented 75 per
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New energy efficiency fund will help developing
nations: Ajay Mathur

A new fund of up to USD80 million was announced on
Sept 23rd in the US to help developing countries
improve energy efficiency and phase out the use of
high Global Warming Potential HFC refrigerants. The
creation of a new fund to improve energy efficiency in
developing countries and phase out HFCs will enable
them collaborate in achieving climate change goals
effectively, a top official in green body said.

The money will be targeted at helping countries that
need assistance with the phasedown to be able to
improve their energy efficiency and thus expand their
economic savings.

“The creation of a new fund specifically for
encouraging energy efficiency in developing countries
concurrent with the phase-out of HFCs is a very
welcome development,” Ajay Mathur, Director
General, TERI said.

He said access to such funds bridges gaps in the
existing multi-lateral fund under the Montreal Protocol
and incentivises manufacturers to use latest energy-
efficient technologies.

http://energy.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/power/new-
energy-efficiency-fund-will-help-developing-

nations-ajay-mathur/54492140

Tata Power to give consumers duty refund

As per directions of the state government, Tata Power
will be granting exemption or refund of electricity duty
to certain categories of its consumers in Mumbai for
the claim period ending December 31, 2015.

 ”As per the Bombay Electricity Duty Act 1958 and
the group incentive scheme 2007 of state government,
consumers falling under the categories — Central
government, state government, BMC, education
institutions under charitable institutes, statutory
universities, foreign consulates, IT industries, industrial
units of biotechnology, 100% EOW under Export
processing zones, industries under SEZ, and industries
under Hardware technology park are eligible for
exemption/ refund of electricity duty on application by
Sept 30.

The applications will be accepted at the Tata Power
offices only upto September 30 and any requests for

grant of exemption or refund of electricity duty after
this date will not be entertained.

The grant of exemption from the subsequent billing
cycle will be only after getting approval from electricity
duty inspector, the official added. Tata Power has more
than 6 lakh consumers across the city and a significant
number of them fall under the ‘eligible categories’ for
refunds, sources said.

Power tariffs revised, up 12% in Rajasthan

The Rajasthan Electricity Regulatory Commission
(RERC) on Thursday announced the revised power
tariff, with an average hike of 9.6% in various consumer
categories, to be effective from September 1.

The Rajasthan Electricity Regulatory Commission
(RERC) announced the revised power tariff, with an
average hike of 9.6% in various consumer categories,
to be effective from September 1. This is the fifth
revision in the state after the National Tariff Policy
came into force.

The commission cleared the full tariff increase sought
by state DISCOMs, which has led to 11 to 12%
increase in all consumer categories except for
agriculture, where the hike is 5.5%.

“The commission agreed to the hike proposed by state
DISCOMs as they were quite conservative in their
proposal. Moreover, the last revision of rates came in
February 2015. This has come after a year and seven
months. The DISCOMs have already suffered huge
losses,” said G K Sharma, secretary, RERC. The
revision would lead to additional revenue of Rs 2,993
crore for the financial year.

The commission also increased the tariff for the
agriculture sector as well as small, medium and large
industries. For small industries, the hike is up to 70 paise,
medium 75 paise and large industries 80 paise per unit.

Source:http://energy.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/
renewable/solar-projects-in-maharashtra-receive-rs-4-42-

per-unit-bid/54465769

Solar projects in Maharashtra receive Rs 4.42
per unit bid

The proposed 450 mw grid connected solar projects in
Maharashtra under National Solar Mission has received
lowest bid of Rs 4.42 per unit and nine other companies
submitted bids of Rs 4.43 per unit.
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The proposed 450 mw grid connected solar projects in
Maharashtra under National Solar Mission has received
lowest bid of Rs 4.42 per unit and nine other companies
submitted bids of Rs 4.43 per unit. Lowest bidder was
Vijaya Printing Press Pvt Ltd which offered to build a
10 mw solar plant at a tariff of Rs 4.42 per unit. This
was followed by Solar Edge Power and Energy Pvt
Ltd (130 mw). Others were Light Source Renewable
Energy Holdings, Neel Metal Products Ltd (100 mw)
and Canadian Solar Energy Holding (80 mw).

Jasmeet Khurana, Associate Director Consulting said:
“The Maharashtra bid goes to show that new investor
interest exists even at current tariff levels. UK based
Light source and China based Canadian Solar are
known to have been looking at opportunities in India.
They have finally taken a plunge. Due to a big swell in
new allocations over the past 6-8 months, many of the
prominent developers are reaching investment and
operational limits. This should open up avenues for new
developers and investors waiting on the sidelines.”

Payment delay, discom insensitivity a drag on
green projects’

State power utilities’ “insensitivity” to project debt
service commitments and delay in making payments
are plaguing renewable energy projects, India Ratings
and Research today said.

The Centre’s initiative — UDAY scheme — looks to
address the cash flow strain on distribution companies
through transfer of debt load to states.

“However, until the scheme gathers further momentum
and meaningfully bears any fruit for the sector,
renewable energy projects are compelled to tide over
the elevated risk of liquidity strain,” India Ratings and
Research (Ind-Ra) said in a statement.

Against the backdrop of several developers embarking
on capital market transactions, counterparty delays
could not only jeopardise bond potential issuances, but
erase the confidence of stakeholders, it said.

“This is especially in view of growing interest of
developers to tap the capital market and investors’
penchant for RE (renewable energy) bonds. Also, at
this time when the masala bond and dollar bond market
is fledgling, a default on a domestic bond may prove
costly and could skew risk spreads,” the rating agency
said.

The debt structure of RE bonds includes a debt service
reserve, equivalent to the maximum of six months of
debt service obligation to guard against unforeseen
events. Despite robust structural features, the continued

strained liquidity has dented projects’ standalone credit
quality.

Maharashtra utilities are a new addition to the league
of unreliable utilities, not only on the count of rising
receivables but due to their unwillingness to sign up
for energy sale agreements.

Although the receivable periods may vary, Tamil Nadu
and Rajasthan state utilities’ uneven payment records
weigh heavily on projects’ risk profile. On the contrary,
the newly-formed Andhra Pradesh and Telangana state
utilities not only pay renewable energy project
developers on time but claim the rebate delineated in
the power purchase agreements.

Although the direct impact of delayed payments will
be apparent on project liquidity, the ultimate impact
could be on lenders if the situation worsens.

Air Pollution claiming a life every 23 seconds in
India

Come 2030 and fuels we use today would have made
air so toxic with pollutants that it would be close to
impossible to live and move without oxygen kit as a
permanent burden and part of lifestyle.

The future of air we breathe is nightmarish. Present
stats from WHO report states 1.4 million people in India
die pre-maturely deaths due to Air Pollution, which
accounts to one life is given up every 23 seconds.

Renewable energy catering to humungous needs in the
near future seems far sighted and for now cleaner fuels
like Natural gas may be the only answer that can avert
the impending destruction.

These fuels we use today emit a significant amount of
Carbon dioxide, Sulphur dioxide, Nitrogen Oxide and
Particulate Matter in the environment which pollute
air badly. The problem is use of fuels cannot be stopped
as a major chunk of industries are running on them but
we can definitely change the usage pattern to cleaner
alternatives. As for natural gas, it emit less harmful
particulate matter in the atmosphere and is indeed the
cleanest burning fossil fuel. Fuels like CNG, PNG are
lighter on pocket and on Lungs too.
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Government announces enhanced support under
Merchandise Exports from India Scheme (MEIS)
of the Foreign Trade Policy

In the backdrop of the continued challenging global
environment being faced by Indian exporters,
Department of Commerce has extended support to
certain new products and enhanced the rate of
incentives for certain other specified products under
the Merchandise Exports from India Scheme (MEIS).
This has been implemented through DGFT public Notice
No 32 dated 22 September 2016.

The following are the major highlights of the support:-
Addition of new products -

2901 additional products falling under different product
categories have been added. These include items in
the following areas:

Many items of traditional medicines like Ashwagandha
herbs and its extracts, other herbs, extracts of different
items, Certain marine products, sea feed items, Onion
dried, processed cereal products and other value added
items of plastics, lather articles, suitcases etc. Industrial
products under different categories, including
engineering goods, fabrics, garments, chemicals,
ceramics, glass products, leather goods, newspapers,
periodicals, silk items, made ups, wool products, tubes,
pipes etc.

Increase in MEIS rates - Rates of 575 product items
falling under 11 products categories have been
increased. These product include products of iron and
steel, handicrafts, moulded and extruded goods, rubber,
ceramic, glass, auto tyres and tubes, industrial machinery
engineering items, IC Engines, machine tools / parts,
items of wood, paper, stationary, footwear, auto seats,
steel furniture, prefabs, items under the category of
butter, ghee and cheese, dried egg albumin and rubber
products. With this the total number of items covered
under the scheme has been increased from 5012 to
7103. The total support extended by Government
of India under the scheme has been enhanced from the
present Rs 22,000 crore to Rs 23,500 crore per annum.

Source: http://www.business-standard.com/

China admits it’s feeling pressure from India in
manufacturing sector? 

The competitive pressure on China’s manufacturing
sector from India is perhaps much bigger than China

imagined - that’s a Chinese government run media
outlet’s exact comment. State-run media in China
usually reflects what the Chinese leadership is thinking,
so it appears China’s really feeling the pinch. 

In an article titled ‘China should reduce production costs
for manufacturers as competition with India grows’,
Global Times wrote that China’s low-end manufacturing
sector is facing hard times as some multinationals move
production from there to other Asian countries, India
included. 

“The increasing competition from India raises a tough
question for China’s manufacturing sector of how to
keep its competitive edge at a time when the nation’s
labor cost advantage is shrinking rapidly. Now it is time
for China to map out concrete measures to reduce
production costs for manufacturers,” Global Times’
article said.  One way it has suggested this could be
done is by reforming the country’s “overheated real
estate market”. Apparently, big plans to build new
manufacturing plants in China’s coastal cities have
proven costly because of high real estate prices. 

“In this regard, the Chinese economy has to reduce its
reliance on real estate and strive to create a favorable
investment environment for manufacturers. Additionally,
as some foreign-backed companies show an increasing
interest in India over China, the country should promote
the development of its local manufacturers and
encourage them to build plants in less-developed central
and western regions where labor costs are relatively
lower,” the article advcated. 

Still, Global Times doesn’t believe it’s all doom and gloom
for China’s manufacturing. 

“Despite India being more attractive to manufacturers
than ever, it will be difficult for the country to build a
complete industrial chain overnight. India may still need
to expand its imports of Chinese-made components and
parts to support the development of its nascent and
growing manufacturing sector,” the article said. 

http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/economy/foreign-
trade/china-admits-its-feeling-pressure-from-india-in-

manufacturing-sector/articleshow/54425411.cms

Australia continues its ‘ambitious bilateral agenda’
with India 

Despite a flurry of media reports suggesting a serious
rethink, Australia continues to actively pursue the
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finalisation of a Free Trade Agreement (FTA) with
India. There seem to be two sticking points: India’s
high tariff rates and whether Australia would ever
export uranium to India. 

“Bilateral ties have deepened significantly since Prime
Minister (Narendra) Modi’s 2014 visit. The government
is pursuing an ambitious bilateral agenda with India and
Prime Minister Turnbull met Prime Minister Modi on
November 15, 2015, and September 4, 2016, during G20
Summits,” Australian Minister for Trade, Tourism and
Investment Steven Ciobo said in a communication. 

The two-way goods and services trade between
Australia and India totaled A$18 billion (Rs 910 billion)
in 2014-15. Of this, Australia’s exports to India were
at A$12.7 billion and the imports from India were A$5.3
billion. 

“A more recent visit to Australia by Finance Minister
Arun Jaitley in March/April 2016, with two business
delegations, highlighted the potential for two-way
investment, which has been on an upward trajectory
since Prime Minister Modi’s visit,” Ciobo pointed out.

“India traditionally has tariffs which are very high and
complicated. To expect India to suddenly abolish or
bring down everything is not a win situation for India
either,”  

While there are conflicting reports about the progress
and fate of the FTA, some commentators have also
been raising doubts whether Australia would ever export
uranium to India. Supply of the crucial fuel required
for the mushrooming Indian nuclear power stations has
been a contentious issue ever since the then Australian
Prime Minister John Howard expressed his
government’s willingness to lift the uranium export ban
in 2007. 

“The governments of Australia and India opened the
door to the supply of Australian uranium to India in late
2015 by bringing a bilateral nuclear cooperation
agreement into force,” Ciobo pointed out. 

India’s low position on the World Bank’s Ease of Doing
Business index is often cited as one reason why the
bilateral ties are not moving at the same pace as with
China (Indian ranking 130 vs China 84) which is
Australia’s largest trading partner. 

“More visits by senior business leaders, more bilateral
cultural events and festivals like Confluence,”
Nandkeolyar replied when asked what India can do to
improve bilateral ties. 

She said there is a need to debunk the perception that
India is a hard place to do business and highlight ground-

breaking measures such as the introduction of the
Goods and Services Tax, “which has international
business ramifications”. 

Govt seeks BRICS’ cooperation to meet shortfall
of pulses

Agriculture Minister said India is encouraging higher
investment in agriculture both by public and private
sectors Faced with shortage in production of pulses and
oilseeds, India on Friday sought cooperation
from BRICS nations to meet the domestic demand.

“India would like to seek cooperation from member
countries in helping to meet our production shortfall in
crops like pulses and oilseeds,” Agriculture Minister
Radha Mohan Singh said addressing the 6th meet of
BRICS Agriculture Ministers at New Delhi.

This will offer business opportunities for other BRICS
countries, which could be tapped through innovative
models such as contract farming, leasing surplus land
as well as through stepped up production and
conventional trade to meet India’s requirements, he
said.

Stating that BRICS have ample scope of cooperation
in agriculture trade, Singh said: “We should work
together to enhance trade among our countries by
resolving market access issues through suitable
institutional mechanisms.”

India has a huge supply-demand gap in pulses and
edible oils and depends heavily on imports. The widening
gap in pulses’ production due to drought in last two
years has put pressure on retail prices, prompting the
government to take various steps to boost domestic
supply.

The government has started importing pulses through
state-run MMTC and even entered into an arrangement
with Mozambique for long-term supply of lentils.

Besides, the government has raised support price
of pulses to boost domestic production, while creating
buffer stock of 2 million tonnes from local procurement
and imports.

Country’s pulses output is estimated to increase to 20
million tonnes in 2016-17 crop year (July-June) on
account of good monsoon after two drought years. But
the production is still lower than domestic demand of
23-24 million tonnes.

Pulses production fell to 16.47 million tonnes in 2015-
16 crop year from 17.15 million tonnes in the previous
year.
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APPEAL TO ALL THE MEMBERS OF THE FEDERATION
Support for the Centenary Celebrations

Ravindra Modi
President

Gowra Srinivas
Sr Vice President

Arun Luharuka
Vice President

For over a hundred years, we have been fortunate to have the unstinting support of our esteemed members.
Indeed, if we have been able to move from strength to strength over the decades, it is only because of your
support.

FTAPCCI has worked incessantly for over a century for the cause of Trade, Commerce and Industry. Indeed
we are one of the most respected – and perhaps one of the largest chambers – in the country.

We now stand at the momentous milestone where we embark on our journey towards the completion of 100
years. In a manner befitting such a momentous milestone, FTAPCCI’s Centenary Celebrations were flagged off
on July 4, 2016, by Shri E.S.L. Narasimhan, the Hon’ble Governor of the States of Telangana and Andhra
Pradesh in a grand fashion at Hotel Kakatiya, Begumpet. Further, yearlong events / programmes will be conducted
in Telangana and Andhra Pradesh during the FTAPCCI’s Centenary Year i.e. 2016-17.  and details whereof
would be sent to the members shortly and also at regular intervals.

The Managing Committee hereby appeals all the Members requesting to make a voluntary contribution, an
amount equivalent to one year’s membership subscription, towards Centenary Celebrations. Those
who wish to contribute more generously are urged to go above and beyond in their contribution and help FTAPCCI
shine in the Centenary Year. The Centenary Benefactors will be specially appreciated.

The contribution can be made either in cash or through cheque/demand draft drawn in favour of ‘FTAPCCI”.
All the contributions will be thankfully acknowledged.

Plans for the Centenary Year include roadshows showcasing Telangana & Andhra Pradesh; interactions with
stakeholders through conferences, workshops and lecture series; recognition forums; cultural programmes; and
stakeholder and employee engagement. We request you all to actively participate in the upcoming programmes
and help us in making them a success.

We have the privilege of having the consent of the Hon’ble President of India, Shri Pranab Mukherjee, to
participate in our Centenary celebrations during his Southern Sojourn to Hyderabad in the month of December.
FTAPCCI will cherish the moment and celebrate it every year as the Annual Day

The Hon’ble Chief Minister of Andhra Pradesh, Shri N. Chandrababu Naidu has also kindly consented to address
our gathering in Vijayawada in the near future.

In the Centenary year, we have launched a new, responsive and interactive website that will help us keep you
informed about all developments in a value-added way. This is to facilitate closer interactions with our stakeholders
and build a better networked community. Likewise, we have also launched our Centenary Facebook page to
interact with members socially.

This is the time for all of us to rally round and celebrate the Centenary Year in the grand manner that it deserves.

Looking forward to your whole-hearted cooperation.

Ravindra Modi
President
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The currencies of three BRICS economies have steadily
strengthened against the US dollar in recent weeks.

Brazil’s real, Russia’s ruble and South Africa’s rand
have benefited from a ‘pause’ in the momentum to raise
interest rates, particularly in the US.

All three countries have battled recession in contrast
to BRICS members China and India, which are forecast
to grow 6.7 per cent and 7.6 per cent, respectively, in
2016.

The rand is up nearly 15 per cent against the dollar in
2016 after suffering a significant slump in mid-2015.

The ruble rose 1.23 per cent earlier this week before
retreating somewhat.

The increase followed a rally in China which pulled up
other emerging markets. The ruble is up more than 20
per cent against the dollar in eight months.

Brazil’s real, which has suffered political and economic
turbulence in the past two years, also strengthened
against the dollar this week closing at its highest level
– up nearly 25 per cent – in a year.

South Africa’s rand, following the uncertainty of Brexit,
is the currency that has strengthened the most against
the US dollar among emerging markets.

The regained strength has impacted South Africa’s
position among other economies on the continent. Last
week, it nudged out Nigeria to regain its position as
Africa’s biggest economy despite a 1.6 contraction in
the first quarter.

Another contraction will mean that the economy has
fallen into recession.

It had grown by 0.4 per cent in 2015’s Q4.

The new ranking comes largely because of the rand’s
strength – GDP growth in South Africa is now at over
$301 billion while Nigeria’s is $296 billion. Egypt, which
is ranked third, has a GDP of $270 billion, but this could
change if anticipated currency devaluation materializes
in the coming weeks.

While South Africa’s GDP growth for 2015 stood at
1.2 per cent, it is forecast to grow at just 0.6 per cent in

2016, according to the World Bank’s report Global
Economic Prospects: Divergences and Risks.

In June, ratings agency Fitch said that South Africa’s
“BBB- rating reflects low trend GDP growth, significant
fiscal and external deficits, and high debt levels, which
are balanced by strong policy institutions, deep local
capital markets and a favourable government debt
structure”.

Russia

Russia is closer to turning the corner on recession,
officials from the country’s finance ministry have
maintained for the past several months.

This may be the case if new data from the federal
statistics service Rosstat is to be believed. According
to the new figures, the economy’s contraction decreased
to 0.6 in the second quarter from 1.2 per cent
contraction in the first quarter.

Russia’s 1.2 contraction in the first quarter came largely
due to lower-than-expected global oil prices – falling
drastically to just above $26 a barrel in February.

Russia, which is the largest oil exporter in the world,
will likely remain in recession if oil prices fall below
$30 a barrel.

But oil prices rallied at the beginning of the second
quarter, pivoting about $50 a barrel for several weeks.

Although prices have fallen again in fears of an oil glut,
energy futures have regained ground to the mid $40s
this week.

Based on a level price of $40 a barrel, Russia’s Ministry
of Economic Development forecasts that the GDP will
contract by 0.2 per cent this year, improving to zero
per cent in the third quarter, and jumping back to growth
territory at 1.2 per cent by the end of 2016.

An IMF report released in mid-July reiterated the
positive momentum:

“Higher oil prices are providing some relief to the
Russian economy, where the decline in GDP this year
is now projected to be milder, but prospects of a strong
recovery are subdued given long-standing structural

BRICS Economies moving away
from Recession
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bottlenecks and the impact of sanctions on productivity
and investment,” the IMF report said.

Brazil reawakening?

Meanwhile in Brazil, economic data points to a
reawakening of sorts, the IMF says.

It said that Brazil’s contraction (3.8 per cent) in 2016
would moderately subside to (3.3 per cent) in 2017. It
forecast positive growth for Brazil in 2017 but voiced
concern over ongoing corruption and political scandals
which have rocked Brazil.

Brazil seems to be moving in the right direction, says
global financial services firm UBS.

It said in a report on August 1 that the change in political
leadership contributed to the strengthening of the
currency real; it reiterated the IMF’s view that 2017
could mark a turnaround for the Brazilian economy.

Meanwhile, the positive data continues.

The MSCI’s benchmark EM index – which measures
equity market performance in some 23 emerging
countries – has overall jumped more than four per cent
in July, registering the highest level in a year.

The MSCI EM index comprises 10 per cent of world
market capitalization.

But the MSCI Brazil index for July came in at 7.5 per
cent, beating the figures for 22 other emerging markets.

Moody’s, the global credit ratings firm, also voiced
optimism about improving economic performance in
many emerging markets.

In its report released yesterday, it modified its forecasts
for emerging markets in the G20 saying they would
reach growth of 4.4 per cent in 2016 and 5 per cent
next year.

Particular bright spots included Brazil, China and
Russia. Moody’s said strengthened confidence in the
business environment in Brazil contributed to a better
outlook for 2017.

Overall, Moody’s said in its report that commodity prices
which had slumped last year were slowly regaining
ground – as were oil prices. Both will contribute to
stronger emerging markets by 2017.

Source: http://thebricspost.com/brics-economies-
moving-away-from-recession/#.V-UChoh974Y
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India was the third largest investor in the United
Kingdom (UK) in 2014-15, behind only the US and
France, but ahead of China. The only European country
that receives more investment from India is the
Netherlands. The fallout of the UK referendum to leave
the European Union (EU) has, on a more immediate
term, led to uncertainty and volatility in the financial
markets, with the greatest effect being the depreciation
of the British pound.

While a depreciating pound makes investments in the
UK attractive, it also makes existing contracts unviable
and impacts earnings of Indian companies. The actual
exit of the UK from the EU (Brexit) will involve the
UK invoking Article 50 of the EU treaty (Treaty of
Lisbon), which marks the beginning of the legal process
to leave the EU. Once invoked, it could take the UK
up to 2 years or more to exit. It will now be incumbent
on the newly appointed UK Prime Minister to take a
decision on invoking Article 50.

In this update, we examine Brexit’s likely impact on
Indian companies having a presence in the UK and
Europe.

Possible Impact

UK as a European Headquarters

Many Indian companies across different sectors ranging
from banking and financial services to IT, pharma and
manufacturing have established their European
headquarters in the UK. The language, legal system,
London’s status as a commercial and financial hub, and
access to the single European market have been key
determinants for this choice.

The UK’s imminent exit from the EU would impact
the free movement of people and products between
the UK and the EU, and could therefore force Indian

companies to realign their investment strategies and
set up new headquarters within the EU.

Disruption of economic cooperation and trade

Indian companies manufacturing in the UK for the
European market have so far benefitted from
preferential access to the EU market. They have also
enjoyed lower tariff barriers while importing and
exporting within the EU. This could likely change, if
UK exits the EU, unless the UK negotiates a deal with
continued access to the EU single market.

Listing on UK bourses

The London Stock Exchange (LSE) has been one of
the preferred choices for overseas listing of Indian
companies. There are over 58 India focussed companies
listed on the LSE, and over 30 Indian companies which
have Global Depository Receipt listings in London.
Listing in London is increasingly seen as a preferred
way of raising capital, particularly equity capital, as
Indian companies get access to a wider pool of quality
European asset managers. Tapping London’s large
foreign exchange market, London has also fast emerged
as a preferred destination for listing rupee denominated
(Masala) bonds.

However, London’s status as Europe’s financial centre
is under threat and with the ensuing volatility in financial
markets, raising capital in London may no longer be an
attractive option in the short term. In the long run, it is
possible that London may seek to make itself more
competitive, and be an attractive capital raising
destination.

Trade deal with the UK

If the UK does exit the EU, the UK will have to
negotiate a separate trade deal with India. Negotiations
on the EU-India free trade agreement (FTA) have been

Brexit’s Impact On Indian
Investments In Europe
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underway for over nine years. India has been pressing
for greater market access in services, data secure status
and liberalised visa regulations, all of which will benefit
the IT sector in India.

While India has struggled to have its demands met under
the EU-India FTA, Brexit may provide a timely
opportunity for India to negotiate better terms in a
separate trade deal with the UK, which may be keen
on strengthening its international trade ties post the exit.
In fact, Sajid Javid, UK’s trade minister till the recent
ministerial reshuffle, had met with Indian Commerce
Minister, Nirmala Sitharaman, shortly after the
referendum to initiate discussions on a separate trade
deal.

Opportunities for Indian investors to acquire
assets in the UK

Uncertainty notwithstanding, some Indian investors may
want to take advantage of the depreciation of the pound
and lower valuations to acquire quality assets in the
UK. Opportunities range from strategic acquisition of
UK companies for their technical knowhow and brand
value to acquiring prime real estate at cheaper valuations
in cities such as London.

Taking advantage of the cutting edge innovation in the
UK, Indian companies in the advanced engineering,
automotive and technology sectors could benefit by
setting up R&D centres in the UK or making strategic
acquisitions. Investments in commercial real estate and
in the hospitality sector may also be attractive for Indian
investors.

Contracts under English law and patents

We do not see any adverse impact that Brexit could
have on contracts of Indian companies governed by
English law. However, UK’s imminent exit does raise
questions on the EU unified patents regime which is
scheduled to come into effect in 2017.

This new patent regime will provide a one-stop-shop
for grant of a unitary patent that will provide uniform
protection across 26 EU countries (excluding Spain and
Croatia) and will provide a huge cost advantage by
reducing the administrative burden for a patentee. The
new patent regime also provides for the establishment
of a new patent court, the Unified Patent Court (UPC),
that will offer a single, specialised patent jurisdiction.

Under current agreements, the unitary system can only
come into effect if ratified by a minimum of 13 nations
including France, Germany and the UK, the three EU
markets with the highest patent registrations. UK was

also slated to host a division of the court for life sciences
and pharmaceuticals disputes.

Brexit would throw a spanner in the works for the
unitary patent regime. If the EU proceeds on this deal
without the UK, Indian companies will have to apply
for separate patents for the UK and the EU. Some
may even find it beneficial to register patents outside
the UK, depending on the target market.

Increase in investment in other EU countries

The EU will remain an important trade and investment
partner for India, and Brexit will at its best encourage
a disbursement of Indian investment into other EU
member states, especially for those looking to tap the
wider EU market.

In fact, India has, over time, been strengthening its
relationship with other key EU member states such as
Germany and France.

Conclusion

While the UK attempts to determine its next steps in
relation to Brexit, the consequent uncertainty has
dampened business sentiment and investment. The UK
and the EU are important markets for the Indian IT
industry, which may bear the brunt of any economic
slowdown in the UK. It is also quite plausible that the
immigration-centric campaign of the UK ‘Leave’
faction may result in more stringent visa regulations in
the UK, further impacting the free movement of labour.

However, with the UK keen on maintaining its status
as a key trading partner to India, India could push for
favourable terms while negotiating a separate FTA.
Further, with the falling pound, UK opens itself up as
an attractive investment destination for Indian
companies looking to acquire assets at lower valuations.

If the UK is able to negotiate an arrangement where
favourable access to the European common market
continues, the way Norway currently has, it could go a
long way in mitigating some of the concerns of Indian
companies. In the interim, Indian companies seeking
the benefits of such single market may have to take a
wait and watch approach to their investments in the
UK and EU.

Article by  Trilegal

http://www.mondaq.com/india/x/513548/
international+trade+investment/

Brexits+Impact+On+Indian+Investments+In+Europe
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WTO Appellate Body rules against use of
domestic content requirements in
US-India solar case

The WTO’s highest court has released its final report
in the US dispute against India’s use of domestic
content requirements in the Jawaharlal Nehru National
Solar Mission (NSM), disagreeing with the points raised
in New Delhi’s appeal of an earlier panel ruling.

The 16 September ruling by the Appellate Body comes
over three years after the US initially requested
consultations with India on the subject. The original
dispute panel had released its findings the past February,
deeming that these domestic content requirements
violated the WTO’s “national treatment” requirement
under both the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
(GATT) and the Agreement on Trade-Related
Investment Measures (TRIMs).

Energy, development objectives

India launched its National Solar Mission six years ago,
pledging to scale up its grid-connected solar power
capacity to reach 20,000 megawatts by 2022. This
objective was later revised upward to 100,000
megawatts.

Since its inception, the mission has been rolled out in
various phases, with the solar power developers
participating in the NSM during the years 2010-2014
required to use domestically-produced modules and cells
– though some exceptions for foreign inputs were made
in the earlier stages.

However, the NSM did not extend domestic content
requirements to the entire spectrum of planned project
capacity. In the second phase of the Mission (2013-
17), for example, only 50 percent of 750 MW was
designated for the domestic content requirement
category.

Under the NSM, the Indian government would enter
into purchase agreements with these producers, buying
electricity at a guaranteed rate. These deals would be

in place for 25-year periods. From there, the
government would then sell the power to distributors,
who ultimately sell to consumers.

“The objective of the National Solar Mission is to
establish India as a global leader in solar energy, by
creating the policy conditions for its diffusion across
the country as quickly as possible,” said the Indian
Ministry of New and Renewable Energy when the
scheme was launched.

Along with its benefits on an international scale, the
country’s officials also noted the domestic gains that
such a scheme could entail. Manmohan Singh, who
served as India’s prime minister at the time, touted the
NSM’s value for the country’s rural population. Not
only would they gain access to energy, he said, but this
same energy could help power essential lighting and
water systems for these communities. 

“Already, in its decentralized and distributed
applications, solar energy is beginning to light the lives
of tens of millions of India’s energy-poor citizens,” he
said at the time.

Narendra Modi, who succeeded Singh in office, has
similarly made the deployment of solar energy a policy
priority, particularly for those areas currently lacking
access to electricity. More recently, India and
France announced at last year’s UN climate talks in
Paris that they were launching an International Solar
Energy Alliance, with the goal of helping developing
countries scale up their solar energy capabilities.

US officials have repeatedly stated since the dispute
began that they welcome New Delhi’s efforts to build
their renewable energy sector, and that their issue is
mainly about the policy’s design and how it allegedly
prioritized domestic content manufacturers over their
foreign equivalents.
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“We strongly support the rapid deployment of solar
energy worldwide, including in India,” said US Trade
Representative Michael Froman following the release
of the report.

The US trade chief reiterated that Washington’s
complaint was specific to the use of domestic content
requirements – both in terms of their legality, along with
concerns over whether these might make the process
of scaling up the use of clean energy sources more
difficult, given that such measures would prioritise
equipment that is more costly and less efficient.

Government procurement

Both the original dispute panel and the Appellate Body
focused their analysis on the policy’s design and
whether it gave national producers an illegal edge over
their foreign counterparts, and did not question the
legitimacy of the claimed policy goal.

One of the two overarching issues reviewed by the
Appellate Body was whether the exemption on
government procurement under GATT Article III:8(a)
can be extended to cover discrimination relating to inputs
and production processes used in products procured
by the government –in this case, electricity.

The Appellate Body said that the products under this
“government procurement derogation” must be in
competition with the foreign product actually being
discriminated against. In other words, the WTO judges
said that the electricity being purchased by the Indian
government is not in direct competition with foreign-
made solar cells and modules – meaning that it does
not qualify for the exemption.

Among other issues, India had also argued in its appeal
that the previous panel should have found that
purchasing the electricity produced by solar modules
and cells was tantamount to government procurement
of the modules and cells themselves. The Appellate
Body agreed with the panel on this subject, however.

Supply scarcity, fulfilling other legal obligations

The other main issue appealed by India was with
whether two of the exceptions included in GATT Article
XX would also justify the use of these domestic content
requirements.

GATT Article XX allows WTO members to use
measures that would otherwise violate international
trade laws, in order to meet certain public policy
objectives. However, these measures must not be
“disguised” trade restrictions or cause “arbitrary or
unjustifiable discrimination” between members.

This article cites a range of possible public policy
objectives that could fall under this category, such as
those policies aimed at the conservation of natural
resources or for protecting public morals.

The two Article XX defenses cited by India in its appeal
were Articles XX(d) and (j). The former allows for
using measures needed to fulfill other laws or
regulations, so long as these are not in violation of GATT
provisions. The latter permits measures essential for
either acquiring or distributing products facing supply
scarcity, under certain conditions.

In its appeal, India argued that it does not have the
manufacturing capacity to produce the level of solar
modules and cells needed to meet demand, and that it
is currently facing a supply shortage in these products.
However, the Appellate Body said that whether the
availability of a particular product is enough to meet
demand cannot be determined just by looking at local
sources. It would also need to consider other relevant
factors, including both domestic and international
supply.  

Citing Article XX(d), India had also argued that its
obligations under various domestic and international
laws or instruments necessitated the use of these
domestic content requirements.

On the domestic side, India named its National
Electricity Policy, National Electricity Plan, and the
National Action Plan on climate change. However, the
Appellate Body agreed with the panel that the language
in all three of these examples is “hortatory, aspirational,
declaratory, and at times solely descriptive” – meaning
that these appear to be non-binding, and lack a
“sufficient degree of normativity and specificity” to
qualify as “laws and regulations” under Article XX(d).

The Appellate Body added that even the language within
the Electricity Act requiring authorities to put together
the other two national instruments does not clearly give
those other instruments a more normative nature.
Ultimately, the WTO judges said that it was not clear
how these domestic instruments, either read separately
or jointly, could be interpreted as establishing actual,
binding rules aimed at tackling problems of energy
security while ensuring “ecologically sustainable
growth,” as India had argued.

On the international side, India identified the preamble
of the WTO Agreement, which includes a specific
reference to the need for using resources in a way that
best meets the “objective of sustainable development.”
India also cited the UN Framework Convention on
Climate Change (UNFCCC), the 1992 Rio Declaration
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on Environment and Development, as well as the
Rio+20 document on “The Future We Want” issued in
2012.

Agreeing with the original panel, the WTO’s Appellate
Body said that India ultimately did not prove that these
international policies meet the standard of “laws or
regulations” set out in Article XX(d). More specifically,
the Appellate Body noted that India would need to take
steps that incorporate these international instruments
into its domestic legal system – therefore those
international obligations do not have “direct effect” in
India.

Adapting to the outcome

Under WTO rules, if India is unable to immediately
bring the relevant measures into compliance, a
reasonable period of time will be set for doing so.

Should Washington and New Delhi disagree afterward
as to whether these changes are sufficient to bring the
measures in line with global trade rules, they can then
ask for India’s compliance to be assessed by a panel –
and, if necessary, the Appellate Body.

Some Indian power developers have told local press
outlets that the Appellate Body’s findings were largely
expected, and that they have already been making the
necessary preparations to adjust for a change in
government policy.

For example, some producers suggest that the Indian
government could instead procure solar cells and
modules directly from local producers – rather than
buying the electricity generated from these inputs.
Doing so, IndoSolar Managing Director H.R. Gupta
told the Economic Times, could be a way to address
the issues at hand.

Since India is not a party to the WTO’s Government
Procurement Agreement (GPA), the plurilateral accord
which governs public contracts, some experts suggest
this could help shield direct Indian government
procurement of solar cells and modules, whether under
federal or state schemes for installations such as the
railway and defence establishments, from additional
challenges.

Welcoming the Appellate Body decision, one Indian
private sector source told Bridges that developers were
always looking for the best quality product at the lowest
prices – and that domestic manufacturers could likely
meet this supply in the long term, should the country
manage to build its own manufacturing capacity to the
necessary standard.

However, the source noted that achieving this goal
would require addressing the related constraints, which
would require time – therefore imports would inevitably
be needed over the next several years to meet the Indian
government’s ambitious solar targets. He stated that
while the Appellate Body decision was positive, Indian
solar power developers have not been significantly
impacted by the domestic content requirements given
its limited scope under the NSM.

The Appellate Body’s ruling was more significant, he
suggested, in upholding the principle that domestic
content requirements, however limited in scope, are a
well-recognised non-tariff barrier that is clearly WTO-
inconsistent.

Some industry watchers also suggest that these
domestic content requirements may be more impactful
in the government procurement market, where they
would not face any project caps and could be better
shielded from WTO challenges. However, they caution
that this would also depend on the extent to which
domestic manufacturing capacity grows. With a likely
view to cornering a piece of this lucrative future market,
India has lately seen an increasing number of small
and large firms – including foreign ones – entering or
considering joining the solar manufacturing space.

According to many experts, domestic content
requirements could be counter-productive to speedy
attainment of climate objectives if these lead to
increased costs of equipment used as inputs in clean
energy expansion.

In this regard, they note that the Appellate Body ruling
was in no way a judgment against the host of other
climate policy measures that could be pursued under
the Paris Agreement on climate change, including
incentives for clean power generation that do not create
obstacles to global diffusion of clean energy.

Source: http://www.ictsd.org/
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The Government of India, understanding the urgent
requirement of amending Arbitration and Conciliation
Act, 1996 brought in the amendments by way of an
Ordinance. Arbitration and Conciliation (Amendment)
Ordinance that came into effect from 23rd October,
2015. In late December, 2015, the Parliament of India
passed the Arbitration and Conciliation (Amendment)
Act, 2015 “(The Amending Act.”). The Amending Act
is identical to the Ordinance except that the Amendment
Act clarifies about the applicability of the Amending
Act to the pending arbitration proceedings, whereas
the Ordinance was silent about it.

The Amending Act states that unless otherwise agreed
by the parties, the revision do not apply to arbitrations
commenced prior to 23rd October, 2015, the date on
which the Amending Act is deemed to have come into
force. Most of the provisions of the Amending Act are
intended to improve the speed and efficiency of
arbitrations in India.

The following are the important highlights of the
amendments

• Time List prescribed for appointment of
Arbitrator by the Courts: About 80% of the
arbitrations in India are Adhoc arbitrations and still
lawyers and parties are not used to, choosing
institutional arbitrations.

There is no arbitration bar developed in this country
and hence all lawyers handle arbitrations like civil cases
in the court. Hundreds of arbitrators are appointed by
the courts in India. But the power of the appointment
of arbitrators is vested with High Courts and the
Supreme Court of India in the case of International
Commercial Arbitration matters. Many High Courts
take 1 to 4 years to appoint an arbitrator. It is not the
fault of High Courts or Judges as they are flooded with
cases, so they do not find time to dispose off these
applications.

The Amending Act provides for a time limit of sixty
days, for disposing the applications seeking appointment
of arbitrator by way of a new Section S.11(13). Surely
this section will help the High Court, to reject unneces-
sary counter affidavits and lengthy arguments. But at
the same time with the current number of judges, over
a period of time this section may be out oif practice by
the Courts. Hence increasing the number of High Court

Recent changes in the Arbitration and
Conciliation (Amendment) Act, 2015

Judges by a minimum of 5 times, is necessary to get
the fruits of the amendment Act.

•   Arbitral proceedings to the commenced within
ninety days

By adding Clauses 2 and 3 to Section 9, it is stated that
once the order is passed under Section 9, the arbitral
proceedings should be commenced within a period of
ninety days. It is also provided that the Court shall not
entertain an           application under sub Section (1) of
Section 9, unless circumstances exist, which may not
render the             remedy provided under Section 17
efficacious.

•   Time limit prescribed for the arbitral tribunal
to render the Award:

Previously the 1996 Act did not prescribe any time limit,
for the arbitral tribunal to render the award and hence
there are many arbitrations which are ongoing for more
than 3 – 5 years. Such prolonged arbitrations defeat
the purpose of parties choosing the arbitration itself.
The Amending Act has introduced a new section 29A
which requires arbitrators to render final awards within
12 months of being appointed. The parties are
empowered to extend the above said time limit by 6
months and any further extension can be done only by
the supervising Courts. The courts are empowered to
impose the costs on the party delaying the arbitration
or cut down the fee of the arbitrator in case it was
found that the arbitrator is delaying the process. Due
to increase number of arbitrations in India and since a
few popular arbitrators are extremely busy, getting their
dates also becomes a problem. Hence, because of the
non availability of arbitrators the arbitration gets
delayed. To deal with the above issue of delay because
of the non availability of arbitrator the new S.12 (1)
(b) requires each arbitrator, at the time of appointment,
to disclose any circumstances that may frustrate the
arbitrator’s ability to devote required time to the
arbitration and to render an award within 12 months.

•   Fast Track Arbitration: Many arbitrations can be
decided effectively on the basis of the pleadings made
by the parties and the documents relied on by them.
But arbitrators and lawyers normally follow the entire
process including examination of oral witness in all
arbitrations, which delays the speedy disposal of the
arbitration proceedings. Globally expedited arbitrations

* J.L.N.Murthy
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are getting popular to see the finality of dispute.

The amending Act gives an opinion to the parties
either before or even during the arbitration             pro-
ceedings, to opt for a Fast Track Arbitration          Pro-
cedure, through a new Section 29B where the
tribunal must pronounce / render its final award within
6 months of its constitution. The arbitrator shall decide
the matter on the basis of the written pleadings and
documents produced by parties. The fast track
arbitration will not have any oral hearing, unless all the
parties make a special application seeking oral hearing
with valid reasons and arbitrators also feel that the said
oral hearing is necessary. The recognition of the fast
tract process by law will really help to change the mind
set of the arbitrators as well as the lawyers, who
always see arbitration like a mini trial.

•    Fee for Ad-hoc arbitrators on the basis of value
of the disputes:

Most of the arbitrations in India are Ad-hoc arbitrations
and still lawyers and parties are not choosing institutional
arbitrations. Hence, hundreds of arbitrators are
appointed, by the courts in India. The courts normally
give liberty to arbitrators to decide the fees. Many of
the arbitrators charge high sitting fees and drag the
matters for a long period. In India one sitting is normally
two hours and if an arbitrator sits for four or more hours,
he charges fee for two or three sittings. This practice
of charging fees per sitting and large number of hearings
has frustrated the parties. Because of this sitting fees
system, parties also make excessive claims and counter
claims without any supporting material. The amending
Act provides for a fee structure which is applicable to
adhoc arbitrators by way of the Fourth Schedule which
should be read with S.11 (4). Hence, the Courts while
appointing arbitrators have to fix the fees on the basis
of the Fourth Schedule., But the said schedule is not
applicable for Institutional arbitrations. The said fee
schedule is not applicable / mandatory for arbitrations
in which parties select their arbitrators. Hence, party
Supremacy policy is also followed. This provision will
surely help by curtailing frivolous claims and excessive
fees of the arbitrators.

•   Limits prescribed for adjournments:

Another major issue which has been hampering the
arbitrations process in India is adjournments of hearings.
All the lawyers in India are used to handle cases for
years and most of the lawyers and arbitrators charge
fees per hearings. Hence, unfortunately we are used
to conducting of the same case for many years. More
over adjournment is one of the important tools uysed

by the losing party or the non co-operative party to
prolong and delay the proceedings. These delays put
the parties into a big frustration and financial loss.

The amending Act seeks to discourage the practice of
unwanted pervasive use of adjournments in arbitration
bearings. Section 24(1) provides that an arbitration
tribunal shall, to the extent possible hold oral hearings
for the presentation of evidence or for oral arguments
on a day to day basis and not grant adjournments, if no
sufficient cause is made out.

•     Time line for initiating arbitral proceedings
after the interim order:

Since 80% of the arbitrations conducted in India are
adhoc arbitrations, the parties have to file an application
before the supervising court depending on the nature
of arbitration, seeking to grant an interim order. But
after obtaining the said order, parties delay the starting
of the actual arbitration. Such a situation frustrates the
party suffering an interim order as well as the purpose
of the arbitration process itself.

The Amending Act 2015 has provided for a period of
60 days for the initiating of arbitral proceedings after
obtaining an interim order. The amendment will surely
put some pressure on the parties to initiate proceedings
within the set time.

•     International Commercial Arbitration

The concept of International Commercial Arbitration
is defined, where at least one party should be of a
foreign origin or from another country. By the
amendment Act, the provision of Sections 9, 27 and
clause (a) of sub section (1) and sub section (3) of
Section 37 are made applicable to International
Commercial Arbitration, even if the place of arbitration
is outside India, and an arbitral award made and / or to
be made in such place is enforceable and recognised
under the provisions of Part II of the arbitration Act.

•   Interim orders in support of foreign seated
arbitrations:

Many developed countries provide for a provision in
their Arbitration Act, by invoking which parties to a
foreign seated arbitration can get an interim protection
though the court either before or during the arbitration.
Hence, the parties who wanted an interim order for a
property of an assest situated in India, which is the
subject matter of foreign seated arbitration, became
helpless. But the amendment act provides for interim
award in support of a foreign seated international
arbitration.
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• Arbitrator’s relation with the parties or counsel

Same section 12(5) deals with arbitrator’s relationship
with the parties and counsel. It further provides that
the arbitrator shall be ineligible to be appointed, if he
fails within the ambit / categories specified in the
seventh schedule irrespective of any prior agreement,
to the contrary. However, it can be waived by the
parties. This covers categories of arbitrators having
relationship with the parties and / or counsel or
relationship of the arbitrator or the arbitrator’s direct
or indirect interest in the dispute.

• Reduced scope for courts to interfere in the
arbitral awards by reducing the scope of Public
Policy –

The Amending Act has made important changes in
Section 34 of the 1996 Act by providing reduced scope
for the term public policy of India, time line of one year
for the disposal of an application filed under Section 34
of the Act seeking set aside arbitration award. The term
public policy which is one of the grounds to challenge
an arbitral award, got expanded many times, because
of the expanded interpretations given by the Supreme
Court of India. Slowly there was a fear among the
practitioners that the challenge proceeding may be
converted like a first appeal in a civil suit,. In the
Amending Act, the scope of Public Policy has been
reduced and made clear that an award can be
considered to be in conflict with the Public Policy of
India only if: -

1. The making of the award was induced or affected
by fraud or corruption or was in violation of Section 75
or Section 81.

2. It is in contravention with the Fundamental Policy of
Indian Law

3. It is in conflict with the most basic notions of moral-
ity or justice It is also explained that the test as to
whether there is a contravention with the Fundamental
Policy of India Law shall not entail a review on the
merits of dispute. It is also further clarified that an
Award shall not be set aside merely on the ground of
an erroneous application of Law or by re-appreciation
of evidence. The above said reduction in the scope of
Public Policy of will surely help to achieve the finality
of an Arbitral Award.

• Provides for imposition of costs:

In India the courts and arbitrators are normally hesitant
to import cost on the losing party. This is one of the
reasons why frivolous litigations are filed by parties and
the number of pending cases in the courts are
increasing. This is also a reason for the increased

number of appeals filed in various courts of India
without any valid ground to appear. The amending Act
has inserted section 31A providing for costs to be
imposed on the losing party. This section provides for
types of costs and the manner in which costs can be
determined by the arbi8trators. This section will surely
help to reduce wrong claims , appeals without sufficient
grounds and compensate the expenses of the party
because of the unwarranted arbitration proceedings.
This amendment will also put Indian arbitration in line
with the international practice of imposing of costs on
the basis of the events.

• Provides for a higher interest: - India is one of
the countries in which the commercial interest rate is
very high which goes upto 12% to 15% per annum. In
some commercial loans employed on risky business
models it goes upto 18%. But courts in India as well as
arbitrators normally grant an interest of 9% - 12% over
the award amount. Hence, the judgment debtor does
not bother to make the payment since the interest
awarded in arbitration is much lesser than the market
rates. The amended Section 13 provides a formula
adding to 2% to the interest while awarding the interest
over the award amount. This section will surely help
the parties to get a reasonable interest over the due
amount.

Mechanism to ensure neutrality of arbitrators: -

The foundation of arbitration is neutrality of the arbi-
trators. Hence, globally many thoughts have been de-
veloped to find out and formulate effective mechanism
for ensuring neutrality of the arbitrators. The Interna-
tional Bar Association came out with guidelines to en-
sure the above said neutrality of the arbitrators by pub-
lishing IBA Guidelines on Conflicts of interest in Inter-
national Arbitration.

The Amending Act has introduced a system of decla-
ration, all arbitrators have to make at the time of ac-
cepting the appointment as an Arbitrator. The Amend-
ing Act has modified section 12 of the Act by incorpo-
rating a mandatory declaration by the arbitrators de-
claring their relationship with the parties as well as
counsels. The Amending Act has also introduced fifth
Schedule which is a list of possible             declaration
an arbitrator has to make before accepting the
appointment as an arbitrator.  These statutory amend-
ments may have a far reaching impact on the finality
of arbitration awards on grounds of conflict of interest

* Advocate
   e-mail id: jlnmurthy@hotmail.com
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1. Market needs a reason to correct. Currently prices
more than fundamentals. However, if you believe in
continuity of government policy, buy during corrections.
Factors that can lead to correction:

- Fed rate hike, with indications of further hikes

- Elections, especially UP

2. Volume from Ghatkopar is more than UP, MP and
Chattisgarh

3.  Pick up trends from abroad.

4.  If you want a compounder that’ll stay for generations,
corporate governance is necessary. Check past record
of promoter whether he wants to share money with
you.

5. Pharma may underperform in the short term, but
will outperform in the long term. People bound to spend
more money on health and wellness.

- World is moving from chemical based drugs to
biosimilars. Invest in biosimilars. This is a disruption
that’ll come after a few years.

- Invest in cutting edge pharma companies of the
future.

6. Don’t fall into the trap of passive investing in India.
Items are moving out of non-index to index items.

7. Question before investing - am I investing in a
company that will be in existence and making money
15 years from now?

8. Good sector is which is less Capex oriented and more
free cash flow generating. One which requires money
constantly is a bad sector.

9. Power sector - don’t go for power generating and
distribution companies. T&D (theft and dacoity) losses
are about 40%. Go for ancillary companies like power
equipment companies, transformer companies, etc.

10. How long will we be dependent on FIIs? Suppose
a white was giving this lecture, would you behave
differently? They got the money, they will have the
money for a long time.

11. Benefits of GST:

- Converting cash economy into credit economy.

- A truck driver in India will stop half an hour to pay
Octroi, but one in US goes at 120 mph through the
toll booth. Efficiencies improve, working capital
blockage decreases.

- Long term benefits of GST are very good, even though
inflation might increase in the short term, etc.

12. Over valuation and under valuation will prevail. If
fools are more than experienced people, over valuation
will happen. If experienced people prevail, over
valuation will be curtailed.

13. When do funds sell a particular stock?

- Corporate governance change. Minority
shareholders shouldn’t be at a disadvantage.

- Another opportunity which is better, while looking
at liquidity, size, and other risks.

14. Top 3 points to see when investing:

- Fundamentals. Ability to generate free cash flow,
and sustain free cash flow.

- Sector prospects

- Corporate governance

15. How to analyze and invest in cyclicals,
considering long time for sustainable free can flow
and constant capex?

- Ability to use capital judiciously. Cash flow allocation
should be proper. Capacity increases should be at
cheap level, efficiencies of plants, savings on
expenses, etc.

- Prediction of cyclical businesses and commodity
prices is also important. If you have conviction that
oil will go to 60 more than in that it’ll go to 10, invest
in oil refineries.

16. What sectors are good for the next few years?

- Pick up stocks rather than sectors.

- Bet on companies efficient in capital allocation,
across any sector. Bet on companies that generate
FCF and sustain FCF in the long term. Bet on
companies that have good corporate governance.

Also check how does the business make money -
invest in companies where money is made through
a brand, process or product.

Expert’s ideas on investing in stock markets/ MF’s

Nilesh Shah
leading financial Analyst & Columnist
at an event (Jolly Gymkhana) points
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FTAPCCI Events

Yet another interesting initiative undertaken by
Federation of Telangana & Andhra Pradesh Chambers
of Commerce & Industry (FTAPCCI) in its centenary
year, is the one-of-its-kind “Focus on CSR”, comprising
a Panel Discussion on “Skilling as a CSR Tool & CSR”,
followed by CSR &Taxation on 16th September, 2016
at Federation House, FTAPCCI.

In the truest sense, FTAPCCI is trying to extend its
reach on the CSR front, beyond what is possible for
any single organisation to do. The endeavour is to start
right at the beginning: at the mindset level. The effort
was to set people thinking . Hence the Panel Discussion
on “Skilling as a CSR Tool. FTAPCCI presented an
erudite Panel who shared invaluable insights on how to
channel CSR funds in a meaningful as well as
productive way, directly fuelling the nation’s growth. 
One such productive investment could be skilling.

In the Panel Discussion held in Federation House,
people explored how the desire to spike industrial growth
calls for skilled manpower. To meet the growing
demand for skills, we need to find a robust and
sustainable way to address the lack of credible
certification in skill training. In addition to existing skilling
institutes, we now have alternative training models such
as promoted-private or public-private partnerships. An
interesting way in which to make an organization’s CSR

A Century of Meaningful Existence.
An Afternoon of Contemplation.

FOCUS ON CSR:
Presenting the Panel Discussion on “Skilling as a CSR Tool

Spend yield greater dividend is to adopt Skilling as a
CSR Tool.

The Guest of Honour and Keynote Speaker for this
Centenary Event was Shri Varakur Srinivasan Ramana,
General Manager and Heading – Corporate Social
Responsibility and Construction Skills Training for L&T
Construction. Shri Raman shared interesting insights
on (CSR)2. He went on to elaborate that there were
two drivers for CSR: “samajhdari”, which is what all
those adhering to the stipulated conditions do, and the
second was “dildaari”, which is something all of us
(regardless of organizational revenues etc.) do. The
latter is driven by the heart.

Session 1 of this Event consisted of a Panel discussion
on “Skilling as a CSR Tool”. Shri Varakur Srinivasan
Ramana was the Moderator and the distinguished
speakers included Shri Gopalakrishnan
Venugopal, CEO – Sourcing, Govt. and CSR business
vertical, TMI Group, Hyderabad; Shri Ravindra Vikram,
Chairman, Rural Economic and Educational
Development Society (REEDS), Hyderabad; Shri
Bhaskar Sayyaparaju, Co Founder at Aizant Online
Services Private Limited which Designs, develops and
operates indikrew, an online services marketplace; Shri
SV Krishnan, Co-founder, Project TAKE 1 and
Dialogue in the Dark (Non – Profit Organization
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Management); Shri Shankar Vaddadi, Former Advisor & CEO of Pochampally Handloom Park Ltd, Hyderabad
and CEO & Founder of i-lend.in and Dr. Vikas Singh, President of Crux Management Services (P) Ltd.

The panel discussion was followed by Session 2 on “CSR & Taxation” conducted by the knowledgeable Shri
Amit Mishra, Director, PwC. Those who wish to read the contents of his Presentation on this topic, may mail:
centenary@ftapcci.com This was a fitting end to the half-day knowledge session on CSR, since many of the
delegates relished the opportunity to get clarity.

Moderator for Panel Discussion:
Sri Varakur Srinivasan Ramana, General Manager – CSR & Construction Skills Training L&T Construction

Distinguished
Panel

( L to R )
:Shri Ravindra Vikram, Chairman, Rural Economic &Educational Development Society (REEDS), Dr. Vikas Singh,

Co-Founder of Crus Management Services (P) Ltd., Shri Bhaskar Sayyaparaju, Co Founder at Aizant Online Services Private
Limited,  Shri Shankar Vaddadi, Former Advisor & CEO, Pochampally Handloom Park Limited, Hyderabad; CEO & Founder,
i-lend.in,  Shri Krishnan SV, Co-Founder, Project TAKE1 & Dialogue in the Dark (Non-Profit Organization Management) and
Mr. Gopalakrishnan Venugopal, CEO – Sourcing, CSR and Government Projects with TMI Group

Session 2
CSR & Taxation

Shri Amit Mishra
Director, PwC.

Help Us... Grow your Chamber...Refer a Member

The Member Referral program is a great opportunity to help FTAPCCI and your business grow. Please
share with others business the ways that your company values your Chamber membership. To refer a

potential member, please send the details to email : membershelpdesk@ftapcci.com.

Let the company you are referring knwo that we will be touch with them, and we will
take care of the rest !
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Seminar on
Economy and Business Opportunities with Iceland

H.E Mr.Thorir Ibsen, Ambassador, Iceland receiving memento from
Mr. Gowra Srinivas, Senior Vice President, FTAPCCI

ASSOCHAM - National Conference on
‘Draft Model GST Law’ Supported by FTAPCCI

ASSOCHAM - National Conference on ‘Draft Model
GST Law’ Supported by FTAPCCI held on 22nd
September 2016 at10.00am at Vivanta by Taj,
Begumpet.

Sri Gowra Srinivas Senior Vice President –FTAPCCI
in his welcome address said that it is important to
understand the implication of GST in detail as prevailing
concepts of manufacturing of Goods/ provision of
Services/ sale of Goods will no longer be relevant and
common base has to be arrived at for levy and collection
of GST in all cases with determination of taxable
jurisdiction and time of supply for levy of GST in respect

of supply of goods and services. Further, it is also
important to see how seamless flow of GST credit
ensured in the draft GST law so as ensure no cascading
of taxes and how procedural aspects like Payment of
tax, interest, penalty and other amounts; Tax invoice,
credit and debit notes; Returns and related compliances;
Demands/ recovery; Refund; Transitional provisions,
etc., are kept simple and minimal so as to ensure ease
of doing business in India.  

Shri Sunil Jain, Commissioner of Customs, Central
Excise & Service Tax, in his inaugural address informed
that the government is working overtime to meet the

Seminar on Economy and Business Opportunities
with Iceland on 21st September, 2016 at Federation
House.

Mr.Gowra Srinivas, Senior Vice President,
FTAPCCI stated that the Seminar is intended to
interact with the representatives from Iceland and
understand from them more about Iceland and the
support that is being offered to Indian businesses.
 He also briefed about FTAPCCI and its activities.
 He requested the visiting dignitaries to impress upon
the Iceland government and companies to
pro-actively associate with India’s ambitious
development projects, including Digital India, Start
Up India and Skill India.  Iceland businesses can
make their global supply chains more cost effective
by manufacturing in India. 

Mr. Anil Agarwal, Chairman, International Trade
Committee, FTAPCCI mentioned that the
diplomatic relations between Iceland and India were
established in 1972 and the two countries enjoy a
cordial relationship.  India is one of Iceland’s priority
countries when it comes to foreign economic policy.
Trade relations between Iceland and India are good,
however, there is tremendous potential for
enhancing mutual business and investment
opportunities. 

H.E. Mr. Thorir Ibsen, Ambassador of Iceland said
that Iceland and India had good diplomatic and
business relations for more than 40 years and there
are ample business opportunities between the two
countries in targeted areas such as renewable
energy, food processing technologies,

biotechnology, life style products, IT/Gaming/Apps, health
related technologies, tourism and film production.  Both
countries have the highest economic growth in their
respective regions (4.2 per cent in Iceland and 7.3 per cent
in India). He informed that the Indo-Icelandic business
relations are growing but the volume of trade was only USD
29 million. Conclusion of a Free Trade Agreement between
EFTA and India would greatly facilitate more trade between
the two countries. 

He informed that Indian Film Industry has been showing great
interest in Iceland and that a number of Indians have made
Iceland their vacation spot, adding to the fast growing  tourism
industry in Iceland.  He invited Indian companies to invest in
the hospitality sector in Iceland and Icelandic renewable
energy companies to set up more businesses in India. 

Mr. Kumar Sitaraman, Honorary Consul General of Iceland
in Chennai also addressed the Seminar. 
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stiff April 2017 deadline for rolling
out the Goods and Service Tax.

The Central Board of Excise and
Customs has taken up the task of
training the officers of Central
Excise and Commercial Taxes
Department on GST. For the
implementation of GST, around
60,000 field officers working in both
the departments all over India are
proposed to be trained before 31st
December 2016.

Shri U. Srinivasulu, Deputy
Commissioner of Commercial
Taxes, Government of Telangana in
his address informed that    the
Union Cabinet has approved the
setting up of GST Council. The GST
Council will decide on the tax rate,
cess and surcharges which are to
be subsumed and also decide on the
goods and services which would be

exempted from the purview of the new indirect tax regime.

Shri Sudipta Bhattacharjee Principal, Tax Controversy Management &
Contracts - Advaita Legal in his theme address stated that Model Law
Affirms dual GST structure with levy of State GST (SGST) & Central GST
(CGST) on intra-state supplies of goods and/or services and Integrated
GST (IGST) on import as well as inter-state supplies of goods and/or services.
He gave a critical analysis of Model GST Law.

Shri J.K. Mittal, Co-chairman, National Council on Indirect Taxes,
ASSOCHAM touched upon the Hiccups under GST and Strengthening of
provisions of offences and prosecution under Model Law.

Sri Gowra Srinivas, Senior Vice President, FTAPCCI addressing the conference

The Following Latest Books & Journals have been added to the Library of FTAPCCI

1. Viyayawada Chamber – 16th – 30th September,
2016

2. Vizag Industrial Scan – 1- 15th  September, 2016

3. Bharatiya Pragna – September, 2016

4. Economic Digest – September, 2016

5. IDMA Bulletin – 08 to 14, September, 2016

6. The Indian Mining & Engineering Journal –
September, 2016

7. Indian Engineering Exports – September, 2016

8. Labour Law Reporter – September, 2016

9. Indian Factories and Labour Reports – 1st
September, 2016

10. Chartered Secretary:The Journal for corporate
professionals – September, 2016

11. Maritime gateway – September, 2016

12. Ieema Journal – September, 2016

13. Agri Business & Food Industry – September, 2016

14. Mahesh Bank Hamara prayas – September, 2016

15. Janabalam – September, 2016

16. Veekshanam – September, 2016

17. Minerals & Metals Review – September, 2016

18. Economic & Political Weekly – September, 2016

19. Bihar Chamber of Commerce & Industries –
August, 2016

20. Renewable Watch – August, 2016

21. Cashew Bulletin – August, 2016

22. Kassia – August, 2016

23. ICC Business Bulletin – August, 2016

24. Assocham Bulletin – August, 2016

25. FICCI Business Digest – August, 2016

26. Power Line – August, 2016

27. Indian Infrastructure – August, 2016

28. Al Tijarah – August, 2016

29. Karnataka Vanijya – August, 2016

30. Anmi Journal – August, 2016

31. Bellary Chamber News – August, 2016

32. Taiwan Machinery Monthly – August, 2016

33. Kurnool Vanijya Deepika – August, 2016

34. HKCCI News –June/July, 2016

35. New Swatantra times – July, 2016

36. GCCI Bulletin – July, 2016

37. A Bulletin of Rajasthan chamber of commerce
and Industry – July, 2016

38. Nasscom Newsline – June. 2016
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Buyer Seller Meet cum Vendor Development Program
30 September, 2016 | 10.00 am | Hotel Daspalla,Vizag

All Central Government Ministries, Departments as well
as Central Government Public Sector Undertakings
(CPSUs), State Government PSUs are looking for
reliable and quality conscious MSEs to meet the
obligation of mandatory procurement of at least 20%
of their annual requirement of goods and services from
MSEs under Public Procurement Policy 2012.

FTAPCCI, in association with NSIC is organizing a
Buyer Seller Meet cum Vendor Development Program
at Visakhapatnam on 30th September, 2016

It provides a Great Opportunity and Common Platform
to bring together the Buyers and Sellers i.e. Central

Government Ministries, Departments as well as Central
Government Public Sector Undertakings (CPSUs),
State Government PSUs and Vendors i.e. Micro and
Small Enterprises. It also enables one to one meet
between PSUs officials and Micro and Small
entrepreneurs at Vendor Development Program.

There is no participation fee, but prior Registration is
must.

Take the opportunity and register your participation to

sujatha@ftapcci.com

FTAPCCI with the support of TAAPMA  as a part of
its Centenary Celebrations is conducting a mega event
on Plasticulture Technology and Agriculture
Development in the month of November.
The Green Revolution turned India from a food
deficient nation to a food surplus nation. The post WTO
regime calls for innovative agro practices to be adopted
for transforming the Indian agriculture to face
International Competitions.
Plasticulture applications are one of the most useful
indirect agricultural inputs that hold the promise to
transform agriculture by bringing “Second Green

Two-day Conference  cum  Exhibition on
Plasticulture Technology and Agriculture Development

Revolution” in India.
This is where Plastic Industry benefits most by the
creation of large number of market opportunities in the
supply of inputs to the agriculture and horticulture
sector's requirement.
The conference cum exhibition aims at creating
awareness among the farmers and entrepreneurs about
the prospects of plasticulture in the State of Telangana
and how the opportunities in Plastic Industry are to be
exploited.
Please make a note of it in your calendar. We will come
up with more details soon…

Hurry

UP !

Limited number

of stalls

Forthcoming Events
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FTAPCCI is organizing a one day State Level
Workshop on “Sustainable Livestock Development &
Dairy Management in the State” on 9th November,
2016 at Federation House, FTAPCCI, Red Hills,
Hyderabad. 

Sri Talasani Srinivas Yadav, Hon‘ble Minister for Animal
Husbandry and Dairy Development, Government of
Telangana has been requested to be the Chief Guest 
and inaugurate the Workshop.

The objective of the Workshop is to familiarize the
prospective entrepreneurs who are intended to develop
live stock and to start Dairy Industry with all relevant
inputs and also to address techno managerial issues
related to entire Dairy Industry with a view to enhance
overall performance.

During the course of deliberations, the following 
issues will be discussed

* Opportunities and Challenges for Dairy industry

*  Role of quality Livestock Management – Impact on
effective production and yielding Management

*  Conceptual Framework for Dairy Development and
Emerging Economics

*  Advanced automated packaging Technology for
value added Dairy products

*  Implementation of FSSAI Regulations Laws and its
impact on domestic and export market

*  Scope for Dairy Development through Institutional
Finance

* Hygienic Standards in Dairy Industry and Measures
required to ensure the standards

State Level Workshop on “Sustainable Livestock Development &
Dairy Management”
9 November, 2016 at Federation House, FTAPCCI, Hyderabad

*  Utilization and value addition of By-products from
Dairy industry

*  Commercial Outlook of Dairy Farming – Perspectives
and Key Drivers

Further, the Workshop will also provide presentations
by the Machinery Manufacturers of the latest
technology changes and their application to dairy
industry.

Who can participate:   Senior level functionaries of State
Department of Animal Husbandry and Dairy
Development, Food Processing, Agriculture, Dairy
Industries, Milk Unions and State Federations,
Veterinary Universities, Equipment and Packaging
Machinery Manufacturers, Vaccine and Medicine
Manufacturers, Cattle Feed Manufacturers, Financial
Institutions and prospective entrepreneurs who are
intending to start Dairy Industry.

To defray a part of cost of the programme which
includes background material with folder, Tea and
snacks, Lunch etc a fee of Rs.1000/- (Rupees one
thousand only) (including Service Tax) per each
participant is charged.  The fee is to be paid by way of
Cash or Cheque/DD in favour of FTAPCCI, payable
at Hyderabad.

Members are requested to participate in the
Workshop and reap the benefit.  Please confirm
the participation.

For further details please contact  Sri L. Girijapathi,
Asst. Director, FTAPCCI,.  Mob: 8008700258,
e-mail: girijapathi@ftapcci.com

at FTAPCCI Every Tuesday from 14.00 hrs to 16.00 hrs.
Sri M.S. Nagarajababa, has been appointed by SIDBI to act as knowledge partner for the

Credit Advisory Centre of SIDBI.

Members are requested to avail the advisory services of  Sri M.S. Nagarajababa
Mobile: 9440229229, e-mail: nagarajababa_ms@yahoo.com.

SIDBI CREDIT Advisory Services
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Agreement of Cooperation with Nepal to Control
Unauthorised Trade
Agreement on Economic Cooperation between
India and Finland
Agreement on SAARC Preferential Trading
Arrangement SAPTA
Agreement on South Asia Free Trade Area SAFTA
CECA between The Republic of India and the
Republic of Singapore
Comprehensive Economic Cooperation Agreement
between India and Malysia
India Africa Trade Agreement
India Chile PTA
India Afghanistan PTA
India ASEAN Agreements
India Bhutan Trade Agreement
India Japan CEPA
India Korea CEPA
India MERCOSUR PTA
India Nepal Trade Treaty
India Sri Lanka FTA
SAARC Agreement on Trade in Services SATIS
Treaty of Transit between India and Nepal
Other Agreements/ Negotiations
Agreement on implementation of India – Malaysia
CECA
Framework Agreement with MERCOSUR
Framework Agreement with ASEAN

Framework agreement with Chile
Framework Agreement with GCC State
Framework Agreement with Thailand
India US Trade Policy Forum Joint Statement
India and Australia Joint Free Trade Agreement
Feasibility Study
India Bangladesh Trade Agreement
India Ceylon Trade Agreement
India DPR Korea Trade Agreement
India EU Strategic Partnership Joint Action Plan
India Indonesia Joint Study Group Report
India Maldives Trade Agreement
India Mongolia Trade Agreement
India New Zealand Joint Study Report
India United States Commercial Dialogue
Joint Communique for setting up the India Russia
Joint Task Force
MoU Between India And Indonesia On The
Establishment Of Biennial Trade Ministers’ Forum
MOU between India and Viet Nam on the
recognition of Vietnam as a Full Market Economy
MoU on Economic Cooperation between India and
Costa Rica
MoU on Economic Cooperation between India and
Ecuador

Source: http://commerce.nic.in/trade/
international_ta.asp?id=2&trade=i

List of Free Trade Agreements of India (FTA)

ITI under PPP with FTAPCCI –
Nomination of FTAPCCI Representative

Under the Scheme of up gradation of Govt ITIs through PPP, sponsored by Govt of India, the following Govt.
ITIs in Telangana are adopted by FTAPCCI as an Industrial Partner, and are providing qualitative training
regularly in different trades.

Each of the ITIs under FTAPCCI is managed by an Institute Management Committee (IMC) with FTAPCCI
nominee as Chairman and four FTAPCCI representatives and representatives from the Government.

At present the following vacancies are to be filled up with the Nominations:

Name of the ITI Vacancies for Industry Representatives

ITI (Boys) Dindi 2 Nos.

ITI (Boys) Nalgonda 3 Nos.

ITI, Mannanur 4 Nos.

ITI, Mallepally 2 Nos.

Members are requested to send their nomination to be the Member in Institute Managing Committee on ITI
specified above through e-mail to vydehip@ftapcci.com & ushabalaji@ftapcci.com or Fax (No. 040-23395525).
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New Members admitted in September, 2016
The managing Committee welcomes the following who have been admitted as Members

in the month of September, 2016
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We are happy to inform  that  the Jet Airways have agreed to offer Special Discounted Fares to FTAPCCI
Members by offering 7.5% discount on their domestic flights bookings made on their official website,
www.jetairways.com. This offer would be extended to all members of FTAPCCI who make only DOMESTIC
bookings on their website and avail the special offer.

Kindly note there would be special code which needs to be mentioned on the promotional
code column in booking engine to avail the discount.  Promotional code : 9WCCI    Discount : 7.5 %

Members are requested to avail this opportunity and reap the benefit.

Special  Discounted offers to

FTAPCCI MEMBERS By JET AIRWAYS






